
MOBILE AND ADAPTABLE SPACES 

HYBRID MEETING ROOMS
Flexibility continues to be a key driver for bringing employees back to the office.  Companies are repurposing 
workspaces to provide adaptable work environments that include movable furniture, mobile videoconferencing 
carts, and improved video and audio capabilities.

The return to the office also has brought more collaboration between the IT and facilities groups to ensure 
total room solutions.  AVTEQ’s mounting and furniture solutions add more opportunities for resellers to expand 
beyond AV technology and offer products that provide the flexibility companies want.

MOBIlE CaRTS & STaNDS

AVTEQ offers over 20 different mobile 
carts and stands to provide the mobility 
needed in today’s hybrid environments. 
Our carts support displays from 32-98 
inches, PTZ cameras and video bars, 
codecs and meeting control panels -- 
everything you need for a Zoom Room or 
Microsoft Teams Room.

COllaBORaTION TaBlES

TEAMhuddle™ tables provide an inviting 
and functional area for informal team 
meetings, Zoom and Team rooms 
and other collaborative work spaces. 
TEAM tables seat 4-6 people or our 
TEAMconference tables can seat up to 
14.  Choose the table that best fits the 
collaborative space.

CaMERa & Wall MOuNTS

With the wide selection of video 
conferencing cameras and video bars, 
the viewing angle for remote workers 
are improved greatly.  Mounting these 
solutions on AVTEQ carts allows remote 
workers to collaborate from any where in 
the room.   



MICROSOFT TEAMS + POLY + AVTEQ
Transform your conference rooms and meeting spaces of any size into 
a collaboration space with Poly room solutions for Microsoft Teams.  
AVTEQ’s furniture and mounting products for the Studio X30/X50, 
TC8, and G7500 provide a total room solution for any Teams Room.

PRODUCT NAME   AVTEQ PART #
RPS-200 Mobile Cart   RPS-200
Cisco Webex Room Kit Mount  CRK-BRK-BLW-32

Other products:
Cisco Webex Room Kit
Cisco Webex Room Navigator

CISCO WEBEX ROOMS + AVTEQ
Bring mobility to your Webex Rooms with AVTEQ’s certified mounting 
solutions.  Our Webex Room Kit mounts are fully compatible with any 
of our mobile carts. Plus, our Room Navigator wall mounts provide the 
added security for any meeting space.

PRODUCT NAME   AVTEQ PART #
RPS-500 Mobile Cart   RPS-500S
TEAMhuddlle Table Top   TH-70x54-TD
TEAMhuddle Base   TH-HMBAR-BASE 

Other products:
Logitech Rally Bar
Tap Meeting Controller

PRODUCT NAME   AVTEQ PART #
TEAMconference Table   TC-10x4-R
Table Pedestal   PD-300
Thin 3-Bay Credenza   Credenza3-L-Thin
Dual Display Mount   UM-2
Poly Studio X30 Mount   POLY-STUDIOx30x50-BRK-32
TC8 In-Wall Mount   TC8-WMP

Other products:
Poly Studio X30
TC8 Touch Panel

ZOOM + LOGITECH + AVTEQ
Zoom Rooms for small, medium, and large room configurations 
are easy to deploy with Logitech video conferencing solutions and 
AVTEQ mobile carts and collaboration furniture.  AVTEQ products are 
compatible with all Logitech Rally Bars and Tap devices.

800.285.8315 
sales@avteqinc.com
AVTEQ.net

WEBEX ROOMS.  TEaM ROOMS.  ZOOM ROOMS.

Team meetings include both in-person and remote team members, so the design of the room should easily 
accommodate both groups.  Employees also want the flexibility to use any office space for a meeting.  Mobile 
collaboration carts that are video-enabled make it easy for teams to meet anywhere.


